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Sutton Grammar School Curriculum Policy 

 
 
Our curriculum is designed to enable pupils to fully realise their academic potential by 
becoming successful learners, confident individuals and responsible citizens.  It is also 
designed to equip pupils with the skills and qualities needed to meet the challenges of life in 
a fast-changing world. Breadth and balance are important features of our curriculum design. 
 
Context 
 
The school provides a curriculum for selective pupils aged 11-18. The school’s curriculum is 
guided by the National Curriculum, exam syllabuses at KS4 and KS5 and we regularly 
review and update the curriculum, implementing initiatives that best suit pupils of selective 
ability. In years 7-11 we have boys only. In the Sixth Form we have both girls and boys. 
 
 

Key Stage 3 
 
Year 7 
 
Year 7 boys will be taught in 5 ‘House’ classes.  
 
Boys study maths, English, drama, separate sciences, geography, history, art, D.T, music, 
R.E., computer science, P.E. citizenship and games. Three classes study French and the 
other two classes’ study German, this choice takes into account parental preferences. 
 
There is a fortnightly Form Tutor lesson, which incorporates a programme of topics including 
sex and relationships. 
 
 
Years 8 and 9 
 
 
As we phase in the new 5 form entry, boys in Year 9 attend the majority of lessons in their 
House groups, maintaining a system whereby boys who know each other well, and register 
together on a daily basis, form a coherent learning group for almost the whole curriculum. 
From September 2019 all classes will remain the same throughout years 7-9. 
 
In Modern Languages, Spanish is introduced as an option, half of those doing French and 
German in Year 7 being allowed to opt for Spanish rather than the French/German subject 
not taken in Year 7. This is however constrained by the need for balance of class numbers. 
The other half continue the French/German option started in year 7 and start the other 
language in Year 8. 
 
In maths, setting is introduced in Year 9, and this is based on ability in maths. 
 
 
Year 9 GCSE Units 
 
The three separate sciences and RE all formally start the GCSE course units in year 9. All 
pupils undertake these units.   
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Challenge Days (Personal Learning and Thinking Skills, Functional Skills) - Year 7, 8 & 
9 
 
The Key Stage 3 curriculum is broadened and deepened by the inclusion of several days 
called Challenge Days. Year 7 boys take part in two Challenge Days, year 8 year 9 
experience one each.  These Challenge Days provide SGS pupils opportunities to learn and 
be challenged outside the boundaries provided by normal subject lessons.  
 
The aim is to encourage the boys to be resilient, resourceful, reflective and reciprocal. Pupils 
also explore a range of cross-curricular themes of: the School Ethos Statement, Identity and 
Cultural Diversity, Healthy Lifestyles, Global Dimension and Sustainable Development, 
Technology and the Media, Creative and Critical Thinking.  Challenge Days also help 
develop Personal Learning and Thinking Skills found in the National Curriculum. KS3 
Functional skills are also delivered through this programme.  
 
 

Key Stage 4 
 
The essence of the Key Stage 4 curriculum is the balance between a curriculum that offers 
breadth and that of pupil choice. Whilst not all combinations can be satisfied, the ‘best-fit’ 
system does give an extremely high level of pupil satisfaction. 

All pupils follow the statutory Key Stage 4 subjects of Maths, English (Lit. and Language), 
Science, P.E., Games, R.E. and Citizenship.   

To ensure breadth, the school insists that all pupils continue to study at least one modern 
foreign language to GCSE.  We also continue with a Form Tutor period and in Y10, we offer 
a Young Enterprise course. There are careers lessons in years 10 and 11, and there is 
access to independent careers advice on an individual basis.  STEM lessons are offered to 
students in Y10 and Y11 once a fortnight with additional lessons after school. Some students 
on the STEM course will be entered for an Electronics GCSE qualification. 

 
Five ‘fixed’ subject blocks are timetabled, three for Science and one each for English and 
Maths.  
 
Four further, non-fixed, blocks exist at Key Stage 4. One non-fixed block exists to guarantee 
a Modern Foreign Languages for all. Two exist, to provide students with choices – e.g., a 
creative/sport subject, a humanities subject and a second MFL. Students choose one 
subject from each of these two blocks and then a third extra subject from one of the two, this 
latter subject being timetabled in a fourth non-fixed block. All boys have access to the 
subjects needed to qualify for the English Baccalaureate - although it is not compulsory to 
take history or geography most pupils choose options which make this possible. Following 
the most recent redesign of KS4 courses the history course chosen for KS4 is an iGCSE 
course. Although this does not qualify as an EBacc subject and will lower some other 
measures of attainment and progress for the school as a whole we have chosen it as a 
better preparation for more advanced study of history than the GCSE course.  
 
 

6th Form 
 
All Sixth Form students will study A Level examination courses over two years. All Y12 
students will also study the Pre-U examination short course - Global Perspectives.  
 
This school has long valued breadth in the subjects taken by students in the sixth form. Our 
expectation is that students would take four A-level subjects for two years.  There will  be an 
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AS exam available for Mathematic students. In exceptional circumstances, and with 
agreement from School, some students maybe entered for an AS examination as a terminal 
exam.   
 
 
We believe this balance of subjects is both manageable yet demanding enough for boys of 
selective ability whilst encouraging pupils to develop a ‘university style’ work ethic of 
independent learning.  
 
In practice, however, some students may request a reduction to three A Level Subjects.  Any 
A Level student wishing to change subject or drop down from four to three A level subjects 
will do so according to the Making Changes to Sixth Form Subjects – School Policy (see 
document below). All students opting for a reduction on A Levels will be enrolled on the 
Supervised Study programme for a number of periods instead to assist their studies.  
 
All Sixth Form pupils follow a programme of study that includes a Lecture Period, L6 Form 
Period, and PE/Games. In addition to these lessons students will study the Pre-U Global 
Perspectives programme. Rarely students may wish to follow up the Global Perspectives 
programme with the certificated Pre-U Independent Research Report in the Upper Sixth.  
 
A level courses receive - 11 lessons per fortnight throughout the two years. In 2018 an 
additional period was added to the maths classes in response to the demands of the new A-
level in maths. This will be reviewed in 2019.  
 
After the Y12 mock exams the Sixth Form pupils will take part in the school’s Extended 
Project. This is a piece of independent research into an academic topic of interest to the 
student.  We interpret ‘academic’ in a wide sense, to encompass the full range of studies 
that students currently take at school, areas of personal interest or that  may be relevant to 
their intended university entry and studies.   
 
The timetable is constructed around student choice rather than laying out a pre-determined 
plan of subject blocks.  
 
 
 

Whole School 
 
Assessment 
 
Assessment is an integral part of teaching and learning within the curriculum. Its aims and 
procedures are set out in the separate School Assessment Policy.  
 
 
Personal Development 
 
The Personal Development curriculum within the school incorporates PSHE. This 
programme is delivered discreetly through all subjects in the curriculum, through form tutor 
periods and school assemblies. The economic wellbeing and financial capability programme 
(which is part of the PSHE) is also delivered discreetly in KS3 maths lessons, in the 
Challenge Days and through the Y10 Young Enterprise programme.  
 
Curriculum Enrichment 
 
The school offers a range of activities beyond the routine of timetabled lessons which both 
broadens and enriches the academic and individual learning offered by the School. 
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Some examples of enrichment activities for students are: working with others and problem 
solving, STEM projects and lessons, sports, music, dance and drama, foreign languages, 
enterprise, CCF, Duke of Edinburgh Awards, health education, religious gatherings, 
charitable events, debating and public speaking, chess, CEP, Gala Days, Challenge of 
Management conference, student politics, mentoring and journalism opportunities.   
 
Some of these activities will be geared specifically towards the identified Gifted and Talented 
students.  
 
There is a group chaired by an Assistant Headteacher that has a budget to encourage new 
initiatives and enhance existing activities. This might be to help with the start-up costs of a 
new extra-curricular activity. For example it has funded the printing costs of some of the new 
subject focused journals that have appeared in recent years. 
 
Provision for Gifted and Talented Students 
 
As a selective school all pupils accepted for Sutton Grammar School are, to some extent, 
gifted.  In considering G&T our aim is to enable every pupil to enjoy his learning and 
maximise his potential by creating a sufficiently demanding curriculum and environment that 
challenges and stimulates all, including the most gifted and talented. 
 
Departments design a subject curriculum that: 
 

 reflects its strategies for the Gifted or Talented in its Scheme of Work, including 
opportunities for extension and enrichment 

 considers subject specific opportunities to stretch, challenge and motivate pupils both 
within and beyond the usual curriculum 

 considers contributions to cross-curricular activities that offer extra stretch and challenge 

 prepares an annual audit of Gifted and Talented provision 

 rewards and celebrates achievement in their subjects 
 
The provision of G&T for the whole school includes: 
 

 provision of a wide range of extra-curricular activities and clubs 

 STEM projects 

 Challenge Days and other occasional off-timetable events 

 recognition of outstanding achievement via the reporting system 

 funding for some extra-curricular Gifted and Talented opportunities e.g. training courses 
for the National Youth Theatre and annual participation in the Shakespeare Festival 

 reward and celebration of achievement, for example at Junior and Senior Prize Evening, 
Sports Days, concerts, Jack Petchey Awards 

 informing parents/carers of their son’s inclusion in the Gifted and Talented Register, of 
the provision the school makes in general; advising parents/carers and pupils of special 
Gifted and Talented activities as they arise; offering some advice on parental support 

 
 
Training and Management  
 
Developing pupils who are successful learners, confident individuals and responsible 
citizens is our curriculum aim.  Teaching and learning is at the heart of our curriculum 
design.  We understand that teachers need to be trained in, and have understanding of, the 
very best teaching strategies in order to deliver these aims.  INSET is provided for all staff at 
school in order to realise these curriculum aims. This includes lunch time discussion groups, 
often focused on curriculum and teaching innovation. 
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Departmental and whole school development plans promote these curriculum aims as do the 
individual performance management targets for teachers.  
 
There is constant review of possible areas for innovation and development. Discussions are 
conducted in a wide-ranging manner within the school; and especially through the SLT and 
Academic Board, but innovations by individual teachers are encouraged to keep the 
curriculum fresh and exciting. Parents too are invited to contribute to thinking about 
curriculum innovation, for example through focus groups and surveys.  
 
 
Policy updated:  Dec 2018 
Reviewed by:            Simeon Brook 
Review date:  Dec 2021 
 
 
 
 
Making Changes to Sixth Form Subjects - School Policy 
 
1. At Sutton Grammar School we strongly believe in the value of a broad curriculum in the 

sixth form.  

 

2. This leads to students normally taking four A-level subjects and global perspectives in 

the lower sixth. 

 

3. Most students also complete an extended project at the end of the lower sixth year – 

very flexible – team tasks, research task, creative tasks, relevant work experience, and 

more are all possible.  

 

4. Extra-curricular contributions are valued (CCF, sport, drama, music, writing and editing 

journals and the Suttonian, student support as mentors, Young Enterprise, STEM 

projects).  Some of these can be time consuming for individuals. 

 

5. Students in year 12 must request any TRANSFER TO ANOTHER subject in writing 

(Subject Change Form) by 30th September with all changes confirmed by October half 

term. 

 

6. Students who are considering DROPPING a subject from four to three subjects can do 

so at any time in year 12 and up to the end of the autumn term in year 13 but must 

obtain written approval through the use of the Subject Change Form. Such a request 

must be reasoned and have a plan for the use of the gained time.  After April in year 12 

this can only be done after taking an internal exam, so the requests falls into the scope 

of the decision meeting mentioned below. This ensures that results in all subjects are 

taken into account – to agree the best year 13 programme for the student. In this period 

after internal exams have been taken (and AS maths) a decision to stop a subject will 

normally only be approved after discussions with the form tutor and a formal meeting to 

include some of GM, LMc, HM, SBr, student and parents.  

 

7. Any student taking less than four A-levels will have timetabled supervised study periods 

which will be registered.  

 

8. Students taking further maths as a fourth subject can choose to take either A-level or AS 

level in further maths as an internal decision within the maths department. Dropping 
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further maths altogether falls into the procedures of paragraph 6. Doing double maths 

and only one other A-level subject will be discouraged as too narrow a curriculum. 

 

9. More students are now stopping their fourth subject at some time in the upper sixth – but 

many take this decision too late. They apply to UCAS with a four subject load, get their 3 

subject offer and drop the 4th subject. This should become exceptional rather than the 

norm. If a student applies to university with four subjects on his UCAS form they should 

finish all four. 

 

10. Students taking five A-level subjects can request in writing to stop the fifth subject at any 

time up to the end of the autumn term in year 13 and such a request will usually be 

readily accepted. 

 

11. Students accepted onto courses have a right to finish the course if they are attending 

lessons regularly and submitting completed work. Warning letters should be issued 

formally by GM or HM to students with copies to parents when attendance or repeated 

failure to complete work becomes an issue. There should be a first warning and a final 

warning followed by a formal letter of withdrawal from a course. If the number of courses 

taken falls below three the school can implement part time attendance arrangements or 

even recommend the ending of a student’s time at the school.  

 

12. Outside of the date parameters set in this paper, dropping or starting a subject will be 

EXCEPTIONAL.  

 

HM 
November 2018 
 


